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While "magic" has lots of meanings to different people, for our purposes here in this all new
exciting and interesting book, 71+10 Magic Tricks for Children, it is referred to as the art of
illusion or the process of making something appear to be happening that actually isn't.So
children, if you have been wondering what's so unique and special about the world of Magic and
harnessing an earnest desire in your hearts to become a Magician -- here are some amazing
secrets or exclusive tips to perform various types of Magical Tricks described in the book. With
these secrets or tips, you can not only excel in performing the tricks explained in the book, but
also create some new ones on your own with the skills, techniques and knowledge gained from
the book and of course, a bit of your imagination!The salient features of the book include –• How
to get started in the world of Magic• Basic Tips for Beginners• Famous Magicians of the world
and their Contributions• Mesmerise your family, friends and teachers with 71 Simple and
Amazing Magic Tricks to read, understand and then perform• Ten most appealing and
outstanding Tricks in ColourThe book with all its unique features mentioned above and much
more will fascinate all its readers, particularly the children, who are thrilled and enjoy the most,
while watching a magic show. And now, when they know how to perform a magic, or the secret
behind performing a magic – the book will become all the more interesting and worth reading!
#v&spublishersContents:Publisher’s NoteGetting Started in the Art of MagicNew to Magic?1.
The Power of Wand..10. Folding Money..20. A Sympathetic Diamond..30. An Impossible
Escape..40. The Ninth Card..50. A Magical Sum..60. Spin Vanish..70. A Disappearing Ring71.
Spirit Initials. Ten of the Best Magic Tricks in Full Colour10 New Magic1. Locating the Coin2.
Pencil in Command3. Dice Deception4. Changing Card to Matchbox5. Making Money6. Cut and
Restored Ribbon7. Red or Black?8. Match Make9. A Vanishing Coin10. Anti-Gravity Ball

About the AuthorHe was born in Canada in 1970. He is a strong votary of environmental
pollution control and has traveled more than 40 countries. His contribution of more than 2000
articles in different newspapers and magazines has made him a household name. His other
popular volumes include, Endangered Animals of the World, 136 Incredible Coincidences, True
Ghosts and Spooky Incidents, Dreams and Premonitions, Mysteries Around UFOs and Aliens
and many more. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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• Fax: 011-23240028Email: vspublishersmum@gmail.comFollow us on : DISCLAIMERWhile
every attempt has been made to provide accurate and timely information in this book, neither the
author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility for errors, unintended omissions or
commissions detected therein. The author and publisher make no representation or warranty
with respect to the comprehensiveness or completeness of the contents provided.All matters
included have been simplified under professional guidance for general information only without
any warranty for applicability on an individual. Any mention of an organization or a website in the
book by way of citation or as a source of additional information doesn't imply the endorsement of
the content either by the author or the publisher. It is possible that websites cited may have
changed or removed between the time of editing and publishing the book.Results from using the
expert opinion in this book will be totally dependent on individual circumstances and factors
beyond the control of the author and the publisher.It makes sense to elicit advice from well
informed sources before implementing the ideas given in the book. The reader assumes full
responsibility for the consequences arising out from reading this book. For proper guidance, it is
advisable to read the book under the watchful eyes of parents/guardian. The purchaser of this
book assumes all responsibility for the use of given materials and information. The copyright of
the entire content of this book rests with the author/publisher. Any infringement / transmission of
the cover design, text or illustrations, in any form, by any means, by any entity will invite legal
action and be responsible for consequences thereon.Publisher’s. NoteV&S Publishers is glad to
inform its esteemed readers that we have come up with this new and exciting book on Magic
that contains some of the most fascinating Magic Tricks. This has been put under the ‘71 Series’
which includes some of our best-sellers, like 71 Science Experiments, 71 + 10 New Science
Projects and there are many more such interesting books under printing. Actually, all these
books in the ‘71 Series’ have been in popular demand for almost two decades.The present book
is not just a collection of ‘71+10’ fully coloured amazing Magic Tricks with the secret behind
performing each trick, but also has a brief compilation of the life histories of some of the best
and world famous magicians from across the globe.The book is definitely a must read for all
those enthusiastic readers who want to read, learn and master the Art of Magic and of course,
the children - who are always eager and thrilled by the word, ‘Magic’. All the tricks described in
the book have been written in a simple and comprehensive language with attractive pictures that
makes it all the more fascinating for our young readers, particularly the school children of all age



groups.Though every effort has been made to minimise printing and other proofreading errors, it
could be that a few might have managed to escape our wakeful eyes. We would like to request
our enlightened readers to bring these errors to our notice so that we can rectify the same in
subsequent editions. Hope you enjoy reading the book and practising some of the tricks too!
ContentsPublisher‘s NoteGetting Started in the Art of MagicNew to Magic?Basic Tips for
BeginnersInteresting Facts about MagiciansDavid CopperfieldMagic 1: The Power of
WandMagic 2: Ring and StringMagic 3: An Elastic WandMagic 4: Palm the WandMagic 5:
Reverse LoopsHarry HoudiniMagic 6: A Vanishing BeakerMagic 7: Ring OnMagic 8: A Floating
BeakerMagic 9: The Removable ThumbMagic 10: Folding MoneyMagic 11: An Obeying
MatchboxPir Mohammad ChhelMagic 12: Kings and AcesMagic 13: A Spelling BeeMagic 14: A
Great EscapeMagic 15: A Disappearing PencilMagic 16: Baffling BandsJean Eugène Robert-
HoudinMagic 17: It’s Matchic!Magic 18: A Jumping ElasticMagic 19: Walking Through A
PostcardMagic 20: A Sympathetic DiamondMagic 21: A Wallet of WondersProf. K.
BhagyanathMagic 22: Link UpMagic 23: Mind Reading TrickMagic 24: A Coin in Bread
RollMagic 25: Flag of the RealmMagic 26: Turn over CardDavid BlaineMagic 27: Mystifying
PencilMagic 28: A Royal FlushMagic 29: Money Making MatchboxMagic 30: An Impossible
EscapeMagic 31: The Magical SevenP.C. SorcarMagic 32: A Magnificent MemoryMagic 33: A
Calculated DiscoveryMagic 34: A Bangle of DeceptionMagic 35: An Obeying BallMagic 36: Fruit
TransformationKuda BuxMagic 37: A Chosen Card TrickMagic 38: Going Up!Magic 39: Name
GameMagic 40: The Ninth CardMagic 41: An Unbreakable StringDoug HenningMagic 42:
Mysteriously Multiplied MoneyMagic 43: Card CodeMagic 44: A Rising MatchMagic 45: A
Magically Changing CardMagic 46: A Chain ReactionPenn and TellerMagic 47: Salt Cellar
SuspensionMagic 48: A Cool CatchMagic 49: United HandkerchiefsMagic 50: A Magical
SumMagic 51: A Rope through the BodySiegfried and RoyMagic 52: A Soapy SecretMagic 53: A
Correct PredictionMagic 54: Bell Rings on Its OwnMagic 55: Clip The CardMagic 56: The
Wandering CoinLance BurtonMagic 57: Food and DrinkMagic 58: Discovery of AcesMagic 59:
An Unburstable BalloonMagic 60: Spin VanishMagic 61: Money, Money, Honey!Magic 62:
Where are the Matches?Magic 63: Anti-Gravity CardsMagic 64: A Coin in the
GlassVazhakunnam Neelakandam NamboothiriMagic 65: Colour SenseMagic 66: Matches Defy
Laws of GravityMagic 67: The Haunted PackMagic 68: Two in the HandMagic 69: Match
RestorationMagic 70: A Disappearing RingMagic 71: Spirit InitialsTen of the Best Magic Tricks in
Full ColourMagic 1: Locating the CoinMagic 2: Pencil in CommandMagic 3: Dice
DeceptionMagic 4: Changing Card to MatchboxMagic 5: Making MoneyMagic 6: Cut and
Restored RibbonMagic 7: Red or Black?Magic 8: Match MakerMagic 9: A Vanishing CoinMagic
10: Anti-Gravity BallGetting Started in the Art of MagicSince the beginning of time humanity has
been fascinated with strange occurrences, the paranormal and anything considered “magical.”
Magic has been the inspiration and plot for many stories throughout time, and it never gets old.
Everyone wants to believe that there is something else there; therefore, they love to watch those
who seem to exhibit proof. What if you could be the person who offers that proof? That is the art



of magic of a magician.Magic is a very rewarding hobby, and not just in terms of financial gain. It
benefits everyone who takes part-both the audience and the magician. It can take those who
watch back to a childlike state of wonder and amazement and make them forget daily troubles. It
allows them to go into another world, a world where magic indeed does exist, and as far as
entertainment arts and hobbies go, magic is one of the few that accomplishes this. Magic can
also break down language barriers and cross cultural lines. There are so many good things
about it that I could go on forever, but you are probably waiting to find out how does one get
started in this wonderful hobby, and what does it require?If you are interested in magic, the first
thing any practicing magician will tell you is to read some books on the subject, and I would
agree with that. First head to the library and check out as many books as you can find. Don’t
worry if the books seem childlike or for younger kids; you will most likely still find some great
things for beginners, and many people tend to overlook those kinds of books, way too often. You
will want to learn some of the basic tricks from those kinds of books before moving on. Every
magician starts out this way, and it works.Once you learn some of the basics and have found
some tricks you like, the first thing you will want to do is to perform them right away but DON’T.
This is a mistake that many aspiring magicians make. This method overlooks one of the parts of
learning that a lot of children or beginners overlook, and that is practice. Practice really is key to
a magician’s performance. None of the greats reached their point of expertise overnight, but by
many days of practice. However, practice does NOT have to be boring; it can be fun. If you have
friends or family willing to help, practise with them. If another person isn’t available, a full-length
mirror works about as well. Some tricks may seem difficult at first, but just remember to keep
trying until you get it down smoothly and until you can perform it, while, talking and doing other
things at the same time.Then comes the performances. At first you may just perform the magic in
front of family and friends, but your confidence will grow (as you practise and perform more), and
soon you will be comfortable performing before anyone anytime. So keep practising and
performing and trying tricks that work for you and that fit your personality.Many of you who are
reading this have tried this approach, perhaps, when you were younger, or maybe even recently.
And then you were lost. You asked, “Well, what now?” And there was never any easy answer.
This is the reason many go through just the magic “phase” and get interested, but then stop and
forget it. You didn’t know what to do or how to advance from that point. Really, though, you just
have to look around as there is knowledge everywhere on how to continue. Search the internet,
find a local magic shop anywhere. You can find tons of videos on magic online, and there are
many great stores. However, the point is that the knowledge is out there, and once you get some
basics down, then it is time to seek that knowledge.It is imperative that you have a curiosity and
a thirst for that magical knowledge, and you may not believe it now, but as you learn more, you
will eventually begin creating your own tricks. That’s right; your very own, that you make all by
yourself that is a very rewarding experience, and you CAN do it. Magic, like ANY other hobby,
mainly just takes dedication. If you have a dedication to what you do, you can do almost anything
you want. It takes a dedicated mind to practise and perform to boost your confidence. The best



part of it all will come in the audience’s reactions; that is your real reward. When you see that
person’s expression of amazement, of joy that is a priceless moment and makes all the practice
worthwhile.This in short is the art of magic. There is so much more to it, but this is an overview. If
it sounds simple, so it should. It just takes a keen mind and a strong desire for knowledge. So if
this interests you in the slightest, go down to your local library or magic shop, and start learning!
It really is so much fun that once you get started, and I think you will love it as so many have
before!New to Magic?If you are new to magic and want to take up conjuring as a hobby or even
a future career, the very best way to begin is to watch as much magic as you can by regularly
attending magic shows, watching television on magic programmes carefully and so onThis will
help in many ways such as:You can see what type of magic appeals to you, whether it is a close-
up magic like cards and coins, or even stage illusions. This will help you to decide which avenue
of magic you wish to start with. Whilst magic can be a relatively cheap hobby, if you begin with
learning cards or coins, it does take a large investment of time to practise and perfect your skills,
so make sure you are committed to spending a proportion of your free time on something that
you are really motivated to learning.Also, by watching as much magic as possible, whether live
or on TV, etc. you get to see many different ways of presenting your magic. Although most
hobbyists new to magic naturally want to learn as many new tricks as possible, you will soon see
that it is the presentation of your effects that will gain you the status of a ‘magician’ and not the
mechanics of the trick.When you have seen scores of magic, you get a feeling of what type of
material would suit your personality. If you can combine a convincing presentation of your effects
that fits your personality, you will be one step ahead of the vast majority of hobbyists that like to
call themselves ‘magicians’!Finally, try to narrow your choice of effects (tricks) to around 5 or 6
initially, which you can competently perform and work on improving them until you feel confident
enough to show them to the people. The feedback you get will be the most valuable advice that
anyone can ever give you about magic, but prepare yourself for some of it to be unflattering or
even brutal at first! This will help you in selecting and rejecting material until you have a core
‘repertoire’ of pieces that you are happy with. Perform your magic for strangers; because they
don’t need to pander to your ego and will probably be the most honest in giving their opinion. If
you can build on the good feedback and eliminate the problems that they highlight, you become
worthy to call yourself a ‘MAGICIAN’.Good luck, and enjoy the ride!Basic Tips for
BeginnersMany magic tricks and effects are fairly easy to learn. The toughest part is to actually
make the audience believe they have just seen something magical in front of their eyes. The
things that need to be learnt in order to pull this off is misdirection and above all, confidence. If
you’re not confident while performing a trick, the audience will see through this and will lose
interest almost immediately.One of the most used items in magic and also one of the oldest is
the playing cards. This makes it one of the best starting points for any budding magician. There
are special gimmick cards that can be purchased to make the tricks even easier but it is highly
recommended to learn the tricks with normal cards. This way, the whole deck can be examined
before and after the trick.PracticeYou may have heard the term, “Practice, Practice, Practice”.



This is no more true than it is in magic. When I started I practised every chance I got to master
the art of performing tricks. Plenty of practise does not only allow you to master the trick but also
build confidence in what you’re doing. This in return makes it more unlikely for anything to go
wrong when performing in front of other people or a large audience.During the early stages, it is
important that you don’t try to jump straight in to the difficult tricks. You MUST first take the time
to learn the basics and this includes shuffles, sleights and easy tricks. Each trick that then
follows will come much easier and you’ll be able to pick them up much more quickly. Many props
can be easily found around the house. Cups, balls, cards and coins. Begin with these items
before going out and spending money on props. This way you’ll know if magic really is for you, or
you are made for magic!MisdirectionThe next step is to think about the audience. You need to
make sure that they do not see how the trick is done. This is called distraction and misdirection.
If you’re trying to conceal something in your hand then you don’t want them to look directly at it.
Different magicians have different ways of doing this. Some use humour whilst others will just
simply ask the audience questions. This way the attention is off of you for long enough to do
what you need to do.Lastly, come up with your own style. Don’t copy any other magician. People
like something original which they have not seen before. Everybody has their favourite
magicians, but this does not mean you have to copy everything about them. You’ll also get much
more respect as a magician by creating something new and different.Interesting Facts about
MagiciansThe word ‘magic’ is derived from the Persian word ‘magus’ which designated a
priestly class.
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Kirton S., “Sooooooo good. Awesome my daughter liked it so much like she spent hours
performing tricks good product”

Dheeraj, “Four Stars. Good for kids.”

The book by James Lapine has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 41 people have provided feedback.
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